RICHTER
INTELLIGENCE
Richter Intelligence enables private sector leaders and high net worth individuals a competitive
edge through timely, accurate, and actionable information. Intelligence advisory, executive brand
protection, and an array of enterprise security offerings allow executives and individuals opportunity
to improve their security posture while gaining a unique and holistic understanding of the business
and security environments in which they operate.
Our white-glove intelligence services are specifically tailored to our clients’ needs, allowing them
to direct their limited resources to the most important issues, in the most cost-efficient way.
Complemented by core risk and technology advisory offerings, Richter is uniquely positioned to assess
vulnerabilities to personnel, systems, facilities, communications, and reputation. An informed strategy
can mitigate emerging risks to personal and corporate security and help you seize timely opportunities
across local and international markets.
Richter’s intelligence efforts are all-encompassing. Our team assesses security, reputational, and
regulatory risks; insider threats, emergency preparedness and crisis management; geopolitical
developments and incidents; and market trends, shifts, policies and electoral issues. We consult
subject matter experts to support analysis and employ intelligence tradecraft to identify, decode, and
understand targets. By placing this information in the client’s business context, key opportunities, risks,
and strategies can be weighed to facilitate strategic decision-making for the short and long-term.
Our service offerings can be tailored and applied to meet the needs of organizations and executives
or high net worth individuals and their families.
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SERVICES FOR
ORGANIZATIONS
AND INDIVIDUALS
INTELLIGENCE ADVISORY
Our investigations enable clients to understand threat landscapes, potential partners, competitors, and/
or acquisition targets to make informed, time-sensitive decisions. We add value by highlighting patterns
and probabilities and can further investigate substantial risks to organizations, executive teams,
individuals or families.
We analyze an issue, event, policy or probability and provide a strategic edge. Our analysts combine
extensive open source research, human intelligence sources, cyber threat intelligence, and industry
experts to help manage risks, seize opportunities, and get ahead of the competition. We can design,
improve, and adapt business and security strategies, and our intelligence products are crafted to be
brief, timely, accurate, and actionable to facilitate decision-making.
CORE OFFERINGS
Intelligence
Analysis

Due Diligence
Investigations

Competitive/Opposition Thought
Research
Leadership

EXECUTIVE BRAND PROTECTION
Whether working for an individual or family, or an executive team and their corporation, our strategists
provide tailored security and business advisory services and a host of security assessments to
evaluate and improve security posture. We aim to stand by our clients every step of the way, tailoring
our services to tackle emerging issues and pursue key opportunities.
With prevention in mind, we assess the internet exposure of executive teams, key employees, and high
net worth or politically-exposed individuals. Our team goes one step further to also assess the physical
security of key executives and individuals. We assess the physical and cyber security of residences
with a focus on personal safety, privacy, and emergency response. Additionally, our personal security
assessments take into account routines, habits, and other personal details to provide a comprehensive
assessment of personal safety.
CORE OFFERINGS
Strategic
Advising

Online Footprint
Assessment

Residential Security
Assessments

Personal Security
Assessments

ENTERPRISE SECURITY
Our threat intelligence experts are trained to research, monitor, and respond to cyber threats. We can
monitor specific domains and dark web forums continuously with real-time analysis, or passively for
long-term strategic value. Our analysis helps our clients understand their level of exposure and threat
actors’ capabilities, motives, and behaviors. We focus on identifying sources of compromise, designing
remediation strategies, and establishing safeguards to prevent future incidents.
Our security assessments and red team exercises test your facility’s physical security, focusing on
threat detection where cyber and physical systems converge. These exercises stress the capabilities
of modern spaces and systems, measure response times and efforts, and expose key threats to your
organization’s physical security, including social engineering.
CORE OFFERINGS
Incident
Response

Threat Intelligence
Monitoring

Physical Security
Assessments

Red Team
Exercises

SECURITY TRAINING
We help our clients become stakeholders in their own security by providing training courses and
workshops tailored for key audiences. Our training ranges from periodic security awareness training
for organizations, to specialized surveillance detection and intelligence writing workshops. Additionally,
our team of subject matter experts can assemble courses on key security topics and conduct training
upon request.
CORE OFFERINGS
Security
Awareness

Online Footprint
Awareness

Surveillance
Detection

Intelligence Writing
Workshop
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